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PROLOGUE:
Life is a mystery, which we will probably never be able
to solve.
Yet latent, deep inside, we feel through our intuition
something that wakes our senses and our imagination
and allows us to presume the answer hiding behind
this enigma.

Since countless years of desperate days
We struggle restless for the light
For a life in everlasting joy
We're craving for its warming rays
To ease our pensive minds and souls
Disperse all wordily toil that tears us down
Unaware of the miracles inside we carry on

I see a pixie dancing daintily
Her smile and lovely aura twinkles in the sun
Delights my heart and let me dream
The nectar of her voice tasting sweet
Her gentle sound of chanting fills the air
Waking up my senses penetrate my mind
Tearing down all barriers let my spirit fly

Carried by unknown forces I am rising high beyond the
sky
Feel no gravity no anxiety I let it be enjoy the ride
Sudden in higher spheres a heavenly voice appears
telling me things I always felt inside
It is real, so real, all I see and feel
is not the refuge of my fantasy
Marvelous things are passing by incredible sights
I wonder why I've never been here have never seen this
before
My spirit is free my sense is clear
without compare all what I feel
everything is deliverance in my heart

No subconscious Illusion
Or tricks of mental confusion - real!!!
Supernatural infusion // Overwhelming conclusion -
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real!!!
Feels like a journey beyond space and time
Surrounded by an aura sublime

The world around so bizarre tuned in magic light
inspiration fills my mind
Celestial bells sounding everywhere,
song of birds, a harmonious atmosphere
Visionary signs circulate everywhere
lead me to another sphere
Anticipation awake deep inside
Vibrating senses sweep in my mind

Carried by unknown forces I am rising high beyond the
sky
Feel no gravity no anxiety I let it be enjoy the ride
It is real, so real, all I see and feel
is no deception of my fantasy

Emotional rescue, rays of light,
my heart is dancing day and night
surrounded by a miracle of delight
Images come to live more and more
I realize it's a journey to my deepest self inside
Forgotten dreams and wishes rise unchaining
all passionate cries for everlasting joy, eternal light
It is real, so real, all I see and feel
is no deception of my fantasy
All I see and feel is real, so real,
now I see behind the mystery
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